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Abstract 

User experience (UX) courses are increasingly housed in Technical and Professional 

Communication (TPC) programs due to the field’s dual rhetorical premise of shaping and evaluating 

products for the audience (Redish & Barnum, 2011). Our basic TPC service courses support a wide 

variety of majors making it a logical choice to include UX coursework. Unfortunately, few publications 

provide useful and actionable information for teaching these concepts. In this chapter, I provide a 1) 

pedagogical framework for teaching complex user-centered design concepts and 2) practice-level 

overview of how usability can be included in an introductory technical communication service course.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Many scholars advocate for including UX or usability courses in Technical and Professional 

communication (TPC) programs because UX and TPC share convergent rhetorical premises of creating 

and shaping products to fit the needs of the audience and evaluating the resultant fit (see Chong, 2012; 

Kastman Breuch, Zachry, & Spinuzzi, 2001; Meloncon & Henschel, 2013; Sauer, 2018; Zhou, 2014). 

Since the basic TPC course is a popular service course for many disciplines, this course is a smart and 

logical choice in which to locate rhetorically centered design practices. Students of these courses need to 

become familiar enough with user centered design approaches to manage and adapt workplace 

deliverables to “varying user needs, writer–user relationships...and other elements of context” (Scott, 

2008, p. 382).   

Basic introductory TPC courses are an excellent place to cover UX; however, this is not a simple 

task. These courses are necessarily broad to account for the wide variety of disciplines and students, often 

genre-based with specific topics to be included, sometimes limited by space and resources, and frequently 

taught using a common syllabus by instructors with varying experience. These factors inevitably lead to 
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inconsistent success in including UX in these courses (Chong, 2018; Scott, 2008).  

 

Additionally, UX as an umbrella process is “situated, complex, and messy” (Rose & Tenenberg, 

2017, p. 89) that is made more complicated by the use of a variety of methods and technologies from 

other disciplines (Meloncon & St Amant, 2018). Compounding these issues is the fact that only a few 

textbooks (Chong, 2016) or publications provide “practical advice and tangible approaches” (Bartolotta, 

Bourelle, & Newmark, 2017, p. 64) to UX in general (and usability in particular) for the classroom.  

Given the importance of rhetorically grounded principles in the TPC classroom, it is imperative 

that instructors find ways to ensure that students embrace practices that make their audiences’ needs 

visible. Thus, I argue that students from TPC (and other disciplines) need exposure to user-centered 

design principles: 1) to help future developers/writers/producers better address the needs of their users of 

their widgets, documents, policies and laws, practices, actions and 2) that doing so will help students to 

develop a flexible, adaptable intelligence enabling them to better translate classroom practice to the 

workplace (Kastman Breuch et al., 2001; Scott, 2008). In this chapter, I describe ways of integrating 

usability into a multi-major technical communication service course to address pedagogical issues 

associated with teaching this topic. Additionally, I showcase a framework for scaffolding the learning of 

this complex process through Lecture (overview of UX), Activity (paper prototypes), and Simulation (in 

situ usability test); a process that I term LAS.  

 

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

In the section below, I provide a brief history on the intersection of UX and TPC, provide discrete 

definitions for UX and usability, and review some of the issues that warranted this article.  

2.1. A Brief History of UX with Technical and Professional Communication 

 User Experience (UX) as an interdisciplinary field is growing exponentially; in the last three 

years (since 2017) 350 empirical articles were added to the expanding publication corpus while over the 

previous 16 years (2000-2016) about 430 empirical articles were uncovered in a previous systematic 
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review research study (Robinson & Lanius, 2017). TPC’s connection to UX began more than 50 years 

ago with “a long, intertwined history, dating back at least to the 1970s” (Redish, 2010, p. 191)when 

usability luminaries Carol Barnum, Joseph Dumas, Jakob Nielsen, Donald Norman, Janice Redish, 

Michael Wiklund and others (Adlin Inc, 2018) began to document their experiences with usability 

through seminal books and articles. For example, Redish’s User and Task Analysis for Interface Design 

and Norman’s The Design of Everyday Things are in use in classroom and industry contexts today. 

Another thread of the field’s tapestry is told by Joe Dumas (2007) and begins in 1988 IBM with an 

“approach [that] stressed early goal setting, prototyping, and iterative evaluation...the importance of the 

work context in creating usable and functional products to improve productivity” and became the 

“foundation for usability methods” (p. 55).  

Due to these interdisciplinary roots “[n]o one type of bachelor’s degree dominate[s]” the UX field 

(Lauer & Brumberger, 2016); instead UX professionals “emerge from related disciplines like Human-

Computer Interaction (HCI) or Information Technology (IT), fields which arguably focus more on the 

analytical study, design, and maintenance of Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs)” 

(Getto, Potts, Salvo, & Gossett, 2013, p. 65) as well as from social and behavioral psychology. UX 

publications mirror this interdisciplinarity; most UX scholarship originates outside of the US and ranges 

across diverse industries such as graphic design, advertising, computer science, engineering, healthcare, 

manufacturing and more (Robinson & Lanius, 2018).  

UX’s splintered beginnings and varied foci resulted in many issues; one of which is a lack of 

consensus on the job titles for people working in the field (Lauer & Brumberger, 2016; Putnam et al., 

2016) and the corresponding degrees employees should be vetted for to do this work. One of the first 

published articles by TPC scholars in the premier Journal of Usability Studies advocated for professionals 

to consider pursuing UX job opportunities, pointing out the apparent synergies between UX and TPC: 

“[t]he basic tenet of technical communication is user analysis. Everything starts with the end user” 

(Redish & Barnum, 2011, p. 95). Since the latter part of the last century, scholars have called for 

increased teaching of UX in TPC (see Johnson, Salvo, & Zoetewey, 2007; Kastman Breuch et al., 2001). 
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By 2011, 11% of TPC programs had at least one required course in usability, up from 1% six years prior 

(Meloncon & Henschel, 2013) showing, perhaps, that some university administrators understood the UX 

and techcomm synergies even as the UX industry struggled to admit TPC graduates.  

Not only do UX professionals originate from a variety of fields, UX research is vital in 

supporting the users from a variety of industries including the humanities, social sciences, engineering, 

and manufacturing. Therefore, not only should our programs have UX courses for our majors, but our 

service courses should contain (and possibly feature) a UX component to accommodate this non majors. 

According to Lisa Meloncon and Sally Henschel (2013) only 19% of 185 TPC programs offered any 

course in UX, leaving the overwhelming majority (81%) of programs without any kind of user-centered 

course whatsoever. Moreover, many TPC students take either an “introduction to the professions” course 

(49%) and/or a “basic” course (57%) (Meloncon & Henschel, 2013). These courses may stand be service 

courses in many universities and as such may serve as a writing requirement for non majors. If we ensure 

that UX is included in our introductory and basic TPC courses, not only would this inclusion highlight the 

“deep engagement with ongoing trends and best practices in the field” (Getto et al., 2013, p. 65), it would 

ensure that many, if not most, majors are exposed to UX.  

2.2 Distinguishing UX and usability 

Before moving forward, two intersecting terms need disambiguation: user experience (UX) and 

usability. While recounting the TPC history in the prior section, I broadly used the term UX; however, at 

that time, the concept was referred to as “usability”. The term “User Experience” was introduced by 

Donald Norman and his team at Apple prior (Norman, Miller, & Henderson, 1995, p. 155) to discuss 

“human interface research.” User experience (UX) has evolved to encompasses a variety of principle 

concepts including those of “information architecture and information design; usability, user-centered 

design, and participatory design” (Getto et al., 2013, p. 65). While scholars do not agree on an exact 

definition for UX (Alves, Valente, & Nunes, 2014; Miki, 2011), generally the objective of UX is to 

improve deliverables by systematically examining their users’ experiences by positioning “the user as a 

central concern in the design process” (Roto, Law, Vermeeren, & Hoonhout, 2011, p. 11). UX is 
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concerned with the user’s total experience (Norman & Nielsen, 2018). In the classroom and in practice, 

UX offers students an open-ended problem with multiple, user-focused solutions that helps students to be 

humanistic mediators—communicators who can “envision the audience’s needs…[with] a savvy 

understanding of stakeholders and their diverse contexts” (Dusenberry, Hutter, & Robinson, 2015, p. 

307). As an example, consider car buying. One might think UX for car buying might start when a 

potential buyer visits the dealership. However, the experience begins when the user first hears about the 

car brand or possibly earlier, when the user determines a need for the vehicle. The lifespan of the 

experience does not end once a car is purchased but lasts potentially until the car is sold and the next car 

considered. UX describes the entire soup-to-nuts experience a user might have: "[UX] encompasses all 

aspects of the end-user's interaction with the company, its services, and its products” (Norman & Nielsen, 

2018, p. 1).  

On the other hand, usability is a method enacted through a cluster of specific concepts (i.e., 

audience selection, think-aloud protocols, representative tasks, and recommendation reporting) and fits 

under the broad UX umbrella. Usability is focused “on examining how well a user completes a series of 

isolated tasks while interacting with a single information product” (Lauer & Brumberger, 2016, p. 249). 

Jenny Redish (2011)) defined usability from a behavioral perspective: “the people who use (or should 

use) what you develop can find what they need, understand what they find, and use what they find to meet 

their needs.” Comprised generally of five specific areas: efficiency, memorability, learnability, error 

mitigation, and satisfaction (Nielsen, 2012), usability helps to identify that which users find usable in the 

interfaces that saturate our everyday lives. Documents, reports, and procedures can and should be 

usability tested to ensure that they are both useful and usable. Usability is a natural fit with TPC pedagogy 

since “the primary goal of technical communication is usability” (Alexander, 2013, p. 237). Rachel Spilka 

(2009) advocated for including research (like UX) to help the field obtain “a more secure, highly visible, 

and indisputable professional status” (p. 234). 
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2.3 The Classroom as a Problem Space 

Recently, scholars have illuminated a variety of issues in the incorporation of UX in TPC. For 

example, Felicia Chong (2018) found pedagogical complications associated with procuring users, 

determining testing methods, collaborating with stakeholders, and dealing with time and resource 

constraints. Ann Shivers-McNair and colleagues (2018) recommended teaching UX in conjunction with 

service courses and advocated for employing UX through iterative design in said courses. Geoffrey Sauer 

(2018, p. 9) noted that the adoption of UX has been slow and suggests we “consider [UX] integral to our 

theory, our practice, and our scholarly production/assessment.” Emma Rose and colleagues (2017) 

advises applying the “rhetorical strategies of UX practitioners and pair[ing] them with strategies for 

teaching UX to students.” Given these complex issues, several practice-level questions may arise when 

trying to integrate usability in the classroom. How can I fit usability into the classroom? What other 

concepts/topics/assignments do I sacrifice to include a usability project? How do I scaffold these usability 

concepts to ensure students can navigate the “context-specific, complex, difficult, and dynamic practice of 

usability ...and help [students] develop a flexible intelligence that can serve them as technical 

communicators and rhetors more generally” (Scott, 2008, p. 406).  

The issues of teaching usability are further complicated by a general conflation between UX and 

usability in industry (Robinson & Lanius, 2017); this problem is compounded by related concepts such as 

user-centered design (UCD), User Interface design (UI), and Interaction Design which impinge on UX. 

For this essay, I will use the terms UX and usability to represent separate concepts, and I will talk 

specifically about ways to integrate usability methods into classroom contexts.   

Moving forward, I discuss my course context, then demonstrate how I use the LAS (lecture, 

activity, and simulation) and describe practice-level activities for teaching usability testing in a tech 

comm course that enacts usability through two projects. Finally, I conclude a discussion with 

recommendations for teachers who wish to include usability processes in their classrooms. Note the 

information below is predicated on what works in my context and is not the only, nor necessarily the best, 
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way for teachers to implement these concepts. For another review on teaching usability in a TPC course 

see Howard’s Teaching Usability Testing: Coding Usability Testing Data in (Howard, 2018).  

 

3.  TEACHING USABILITY IN AN INTRODUCTORY TPC COURSE 

The class I teach is an upper-division, multi-major, undergraduate service course at the University 

of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH); I teach at least one section of English 301 - Technical Writing each 

semester. I have taught EH301 since 2015, and before that, I taught a similar course at Georgia Tech for 

two years. The UAH course meets for 80 minutes twice a week for 16 weeks. The course attracts students 

from various disciplines including those obtaining a BA in Writing, which is housed jointly between the 

English and Communication Arts departments, and nonmajors from Engineering, Math, Computer 

Science, Physics, Biology (pre-med), and others. The course is offered as an honor and regular course; 

usability testing is included in both versions. 

Course focus: The focus of my technical communication course is to introduce students to the 

genres and processes of a technical or professional writer. As such, the course has a series of written 

deliverables that are modeled after workplace artifacts. The assignments and activities are designed to 

help students to navigate workplace genres, consider and address audience requirements, use writing 

processes, improve collaboration competencies, and emphasize user-centered design affordances. The 

course description reads “Practical writing, especially technical or scientific reports and proposals, with 

emphasis on organization, research, and presentation” with the following statement regarding student 

outcomes: 

Student outcomes are essentially the "tangible" deliverables from this course. The concepts in this 

course are reflected in four learning outcomes (i.e., rhetoric, process, organization/support, and 

design) described in the Table 1. 
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Table 1. Rubric for EH301 derived from the learning outcomes of the course. 

 

This course uses Markel’s, "Practical Strategies for Technical Communication” (ISBN: 978-

1319003364). There are no usability chapters in this version of the text; therefore, I use an extensive 

repository of online resources. (For a list of readings see Appendix.) 

  UXlab@UAH: In June 2017, $10,000 was allocated to start the new eValuation and User 

Experience (VUE) lab. The VUElab was jointly funded by the College of Humanities and Social Science 

and the departments of English and Communication Arts (uah.edu/ahs/departments/english/vuelab). 

Additionally, partnerships with industry and government provide faculty and students with research and 

teaching opportunities. In the near future, UX graduate students will provide aid in undergraduate 

instruction and in completing client projects.  

 My desire to offer a usability project in the course was inspired by my experiences as a practicing 

metallurgical engineer and my Ph.D. studies. As an project engineer, I worked in quality assurance in 

steel production for shaped-products, where I worked to meet quality requirements for various unseen 
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clients. I have direct experience with following poorly or partially written procedures to make products 

where “quality” is a concern only at the end of the product life cycle. I was introduced user-centered 

design during my graduate coursework in TPC. My program included a Usability Research Methods class 

and the department had a Usability lab where graduate students were paid to work on external client 

projects. As a technician for the lab, I worked in teams of students conducting usability testing for various 

corporate and government clients. Through these experiences, I gained valuable insight about the value of 

user centered design and usability testing but also how these methods are enacted, leveraged, and used to 

better understand and assist users. These experiences also had the added benefit of distilling the 

difficulties associated with teaching these concepts in an undergraduate classroom context. Therefore to 

address the aforementioned issues and classroom limitations, I developed the scaffolding LAS discussed 

below. 

3.1 The LAS Progression 

Formal usability testing is not trivial; instead it is a complex multifaceted process involving many 

working parts and people taking on various roles including users as testers, team members as facilitators, 

note takers, camera operators, and technicians to manage the technology and testing environment, to 

name just a few. As a result, lecturing in didactic settings seemed inadequate to ensure students could 

translate these practice-level processes and ideas to a workplace setting. Additionally, while case studies 

are known to be effective (McCrickard, Chewar, & Somervell, 2004), they are designed “using 

procedures and analytical methods [which] supports and extends usability engineering practices” (p. 31). 

These case studies use root cause analysis, which might be unfamiliar to humanities students who are 

more familiar with inductive reasoning to solve problems. In reflecting on my own experiences, it was my 

hands-on lab work that helped me to better understand the differences between applied and theorized 

user-centered design. So, I developed a sequence accommodating three common learning methods to help 

students understand and enact usability testing. I call this scaffolding framework LAS for lecture, activity, 

and simulation. When I use LAS for usability, it takes place over four separate classroom periods before 

the students' usability testing project.  
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L: Lecture Understanding UCD, UX, and usability (60min): Before the lecture, readings help to 

provide context on user-centered design and UX. The lecture is about 60 minutes with students discussing 

their pain points associated with technology they use, listing items that delight them, and talking about 

why and when they use them. Students also visit websites with the task of gleaning their purpose and use 

within 5 seconds (Doncaster, 2014). The lecture also includes an overview and definitions for usability 

and related concepts (see Appendix). Toward the end of the lecture, we discuss in greater detail usability 

testing as a research method, how it works,  when and where it can be used, and what questions usability 

testing can address. Throughout the lecture, I provide examples that show participants performing testing 

and using the think-aloud protocol. During the lecture, I also encourage students to look at UX as a design 

process and usability as a method both of which can be used to improve a service, process, or object. 

Through the readings and the lecture, students understand that usability testing is a collaborative process 

predicated on presenting users with tasks for them to complete and asking questions about those tasks. 

A: Activity Paper Prototypes (90 - 120 min): Paper prototypes is the next stage of the process. 

Students complete this hands-on activity across two classes sessions. The first session includes ideation, 

creation, testing, and short debrief; then the next session is available to complete any remaining testing, 

perform data analysis, and provide a short presentation. The exercise can be completed in a single class 

session, but in doing so, some of the enthusiasm for this activity might be tamped down by repeated 

reminders about limited time. From the readings, students learn how these low fidelity examples are 

created quickly during an ideation phase to allow potential users to visualize how a system or widget will 

work. In the first class, students listen to a short lecture (10min) about paper prototypes, are shown videos 

of paper prototyping, and discuss data collection, including ways to showcase collected results from the 

of testing (e.g., a table of pass/fail by task, list of issues by task, ways to record participant comments). 

After the lecture, students in small teams of 3-4 are instructed to design and create a paper prototype and 

then usability test the prototype using members from the other teams and teaching staff. I ask students to 

make low fidelity prototypes using paper, pens, markers, scissors, and tape (computers are not allowed 

due to time constraints). 
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Currently, I use a Food Kiosk exercise (taught by Professor Emeritus Susan Feinberg, which I 

have only modified the exercise slightly over the years). Given specific constraints for the type and cost 

of food, the student teams design a food kiosk to dispense food items for college students. The kiosk must 

function without verbal intervention from the student team. That is to say, tests are run unmoderated; thus 

the prototype's operation must be self-explanatory. Testers are encouraged to think-aloud during the 

testing and required to read the tasks out loud before attempting to perform a task. Tasks for the Food 

Kiosk prototype are shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. Activity - Paper Prototype Task List  
 

During this exercise, students test the kiosk with at least three (3) testers, including a pilot test 

which is conducted with one of their team members. After the pilot test, students are permitted a few 

minutes to make adjustments. After the adjustments, chaos reigns in the classroom as teams donate 

members on a first-come-first-serve basis to test another team’s kiosk while still running their own tests. I 

help to ensure that everyone is either running a test, being tested, or resetting for the next test. During the 

testing, because students are novices and the kiosks have a large number of working screens, teams 

invariably lose track of things, forget to write down test times, fail to record how much someone ordered, 

or incorrectly reset the kiosk. Therefore, during testing I act as a contextual help desk agent, reminding 

student teams not to talk, helping testers remember to read items out loud, pointing to a stopwatch that no 

one is monitoring, repeating words from testers that no one is recording, and most important of all, 

reminding them to report these issues—since issues tell an important story about the messiness of user-

centered research—in the short presentation they will give later. During the testing, student teams take on 
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the roles of the computer (someone who behaves as the computer shuffling screens and performing 

calculations), recorder (someone who keeps notes, records time-on-task, number of items purchased, and 

other data), and observer (someone who monitors the responses of the tester, and records relevant 

utterances or behaviors). I encourage teams (through 30min reminders) to complete testing on the first 

day. At the end of testing, students are instructed to take pictures of the prototype in preparation for day 

two. (See Figure 2 showing an example of a prototype and testing.) Before students exit the class, I 

conduct a short oral debrief where each team discusses what they learned from the testing. Common 

responses from students center on how startled they are that users do not dwell inside their heads and that 

the testing helped them to see their prototype through fresh eyes identifying areas for improvement: “it 

felt like being a true UX professional”, paper prototypes are “useful example not only of how to perform 

a usability test but how to implement a reiterative cycle in our product”, the testing “show[s] how user 

behavior was consistent and inconsistent.” Lastly and for the next class, students are instructed to bring 

the data they collected back to class for analysis. 

In the follow-up class, student teams use whiteboards (or supersized flipboard notes) to write out 

their data. Once the data is available for viewing in the class, we discuss the findings, review and edit 

tables, and talk about any missing information. After students have reported out the data, students are 

asked to get into their teams and discuss what the data means. Student teams create 4-5 slides about the 

paper prototyping exercise using the remaining time in the class. The slides must include an image of 

their prototype, raw data tables, and data analysis (graphs), and a reflection on what they learned. At the 

very end of class, the student teams take about 5 mins to present the slides to the rest of the class.  

Students come away from this activity with a better understanding of the unpredictability of users 

and user behavior. They experience first-hand the kairotic moment of testing, taking notes, and observing 

the process which results in data inconsistencies and/or missed data as well as sloppy or inconsistent data 

analysis. These teachable moments help students to understand better small stakes failure and through this 

process learn to develop redundancy in their data collection methods, early testing for their designs, and 

see how iterative design might be enacted. Through the strict, no talking policy students are reminded of 
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the importance of not influencing participant behavior. Finally, students start to think about quantitative 

and qualitative data collection and the stories the data have to tell. This part of the exercise is designed to 

give students representative ways to interact with users and consider how to use a low fidelity prototype 

to help obtain user feedback in a systematic way.  

 

S: Simulation of a Usability Test (90 min): The last step in the LAS sequence is an in situ 

usability test simulation that spans an entire class period. The usability test is a model for the tests 

students will later conduct as a part of their final class project. For the class test, I run the testing sequence 

two times: Round One is with the instructor as the facilitator, and Round Two uses a student facilitator. 

Students fill the remaining roles of testers, note takers, observers, and technicians. Ideally, during testing, 

we use both a computer and a projector which shows the computer screen. The entire testing process is 

recorded; I typically have students record with a smartphone since they are more familiar with its 

operation. 

  While prepping for the class, I update all the usability testing forms (refer to Table 3) to reflect 

the appropriate test website. After updating forms, I make a copy for each student to have as we work 

Figure 2. Left is a paper prototype of a fast food kiosk and right 
is the team testing one of the lab volunteers using the prototype. 
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through the testing. On the day of class, the six (6) different forms are stacked and laid out for easy 

distribution. The class begins with a short review of what the usability testing entails and what we can 

learn from the testing. Next, I discuss how the testing will proceed (the website under review is hidden). 

At this juncture, I ask for students to volunteer for the available roles. Next, as a class we review the 

forms in detail in this order: 1) Consent, 2) User profile 3) Task list 4) Data collection, 5) Debriefing, and 

6) Facilitator script. (Students have had exposure to the usability forms during the lecture.) Before passing 

out the User Profile form, I ask the volunteer student testers to exit to the room and let them know they 

will be called in turn to come and test.  

 As we review the forms, I emphasize understanding consent and the ethics of testing. I also 

highlight the difference between task success and failure showing the students the various ways to 

accomplish the tasks at the website under review. Lastly, I call attention to the note-taking form where 

students will record their notes. Once we have reviewed all of the forms and answered all questions, I 

aggregate the forms into a testing packet in preparation for the first round of testing. Following the script 

with myself as the facilitator, we conduct the first test. Students take on all other roles. At the conclusion 

of the test, and with our volunteer tester in the room, we review our findings answering any questions and 

verifying which of the tasks were passed and which were not and why. If time permits, we also review the 

data the students recorded and discuss its variance. After all the questions are asked and answered, I 

switch out as the facilitator, and the students run the next round of testing as I observe. At the conclusion 

of this last round, I bring out refreshments, and we debrief both tests, discuss the data collected, ways to 

analyze it and talk about it. We also repeat the discussion about the forms that the testers missed. Again, I 

take the time to answer everyone's questions.  

 Recently for the in situ usability test, we tested the Krispy Kreme website. (Krispy Kreme is a 

local donut shop; for refreshments, I try to use products from the business we test.) The five tasks from 

Krispy Kreme’s usability test are shown in Figure 3.  
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Figure 3. Task list for in situ usability test. 
 

Many interesting non-planned teachable moments occurred during this last session. First, Task 

One and Task Two were developed to test the site’s mapping feature to see if finding the closest facility 

was understandable to users. Once the testing started, one of the testers failed the test because she thought 

she knew how close Krispy Kreme was to the school and picked the closest store without looking at the 

mapping feature. This particular issue was unexpected for a couple of reasons. A recent iteration of the 

website included grocery stores that sold donuts, and there was a grocery store closer to UAH. However, 

the tab showing stores was not readily visible nor did grocery stores show on the map unless the user was 

on a specific tab. The second tester missed the tab as well and found it difficult to use the map. The test 

revealed two different results, each showing that the map feature could use a redesign. Task Five testing 

also yielded another unexpected result. Before testing, the team was told where the allergen information 

was found: on each donut page or the main page for donuts. However, the second tester found allergen 

information in another location. This undiscussed revelation showed teams how important it is to be 

familiar with the product under evaluation and in particular where and how answers can be located. 

Lastly, one of the testers failed Task Two due to poor visibility of the “Hot Now” symbol, which was an 
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expected task failure because the symbol usually is red. However, when the donuts are not hot, the 

symbol is a dull grey. These unanticipated moments show how easily any tester can miss something that 

is too small, has low contrast, or is poorly placed and clearly demonstrates to the students that failure is 

not the fault of the tester but instead an opportunity for redesign. 

Having the students walk through two usability testing rounds shows students how to think about 

unexpected issues that might arise during testing, how to put together patterns based on the user results, 

and helps students work as a team to determine the best ways to communicate their findings and 

suggested changes. Uncovering design issues and locating opportunities for improving design is one of 

the main benefits to usability testing; the small epiphanies that result from testing have the added benefit 

of engaging students in an authentic dialog about the process.  

Students come away from the simulation knowing how to use and deploy usability forms and 

how the forms help to streamline and standardize the testing process. Additionally, the form shuffle helps 

students to view how important it is to follow the process the same way each time. In the simulation, 

students revisit recording data as a team under more controlled circumstances (than that of the paper 

prototype activity), which helps students to develop strategies on how to capture both qualitative and 

quantitative data. The testing shows students how to consider task failure as a pivotal opportunity to 

improve the design and consider debriefing as an opportunity to gain a better understanding of user 

thinking and reasoning. Students start to see users as individuals, each of whom has a valuable but 

potentially different information perspective to bring to bear on a design project.  

3.2 The Classroom In Action 

After the LAS progression, students embark on a usability testing project. In the next few 

sections, I discuss the course projects leading to the usability testing project.  

Course Projects. The course is composed of four projects; the first three projects have a similar process: 

ideate, prototype, peer review/revise, and deliver final--steps from the IDEO's ideate, prototype, test, and 

refine (Brown, 2008).  Generally, each phase of the project is graded. The first two projects are worth 100 

points. The third project and fourth project are each worth 200 pts (see Appendix). The 4th project is the 
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usability testing project. As I in detail below, Project 4 requires students teams to evaluate an artifact that 

they created during Project 3. The relative order of events and timeline for these series of events including 

the LAS framework is shown in Table 2. 

 

 

 

 

  Project 3 - A Deliverable for Testing: The third project is collaborative, and the deliverable is 

changed occasionally in response to other local requirements. For example, this past year students created 

infographics in small groups, while the prior year students created technical manuals. Regardless of the 

content, this third project has additional revision cycles to provide improved opportunities for redesign. 

These additional revisions ensure a high-quality deliverable before moving to usability testing. 

 For the “technical manual” version of the assignment, students in small groups create a series of 

interrelated instruction sets, technical descriptions, and extended definitions. These documents are then 

revised and collected into an instruction manual, where students create additional materials to make the 

final cohesive and rhetorically focused document. The manual is then peer reviewed and revised at least 

two times before testing. In one of my favorite examples of a manual, students created individual 

instruction sets for automobiles, trucks, and motorcycles, such as “How to drive a manual shift car,” 

“How to do maintenance on a motorcycle,” and “How to weatherize your car.” The technical descriptions 

Table 2: Class timeframe showing the LAS framework and projects from a Fall 2018 course. 
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included information on obtaining a commercial drivers license (CDL) and tips on how to share the road 

with variously-sized vehicles. Technical definitions were provided for terms such as a dipstick, hazardous 

materials, and anti-lock brake systems (ABS). From there, the students collected the definitions, 

descriptions, and instructions into an organized 70+ page manual aptly titled “Driving Manual” and 

created broad categories of Car, Truck, and Motorcycle, and Emergency Situations as chapters for the 

manual. To supplement the manual, students created introductions, a table of contents, and a 

troubleshooting section and redesigned the manual with a professional and uniform theme that carried 

throughout the document to help make the manual usable for the identified driving audience.  

3.3 Usability Testing: Project four 

Project 4 focuses on usability testing the students’ deliverable from Project 3. Project 4’s 

deliverable is twofold: usability testing and the resultant report. The usability test is a formal test 

modeling the simulation discussed previously. The recommendation report then details the student’s 

testing methods, results, and includes a discussion about the results and recommendations for redesign. 

Before this project, students have worked through the LAS framework described in section 3.1: The LAS 

progression. 

 Implementing the testing. For the usability test, students are allotted time in class to perform the 

testing. Typically, I allocate two possible days in the schedule to ensure that all team members can be 

present. Since usability testing is a research method requiring that the process be repeatable, students are 

provided with a series of templated forms to help them conduct the process efficiently (see Table 3).  

User recruitment: Students are required to recruit at least three users and perform one pilot test at 

least one day in advance of the initial testing. Generally, students have two weeks to make changes to 

forms and recruit participants (refer to Table 2 above). Because students do not offer remuneration to the 

testers, and the testing needs to occur during a single class period, students are required to recruit only 

three testers; each test is expected to take about 30 mins. However, students are required to recruit testers 

that fit the demographic prescribed by the Project 3 deliverable. For some classes, I have lifted this 

restriction: one year students created an emergency response manual that was designed for fire and 
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emergency workers. Securing students who do not fit the demographic is not preferred but may saves 

some time and effort and provide students additional discussion material to explore. Participants are 

provided with refreshments at testing, which I provide.  

Team roles: Each student in a team has some responsibility in the testing process as defined by 

roles. For formal testing, I use four roles: facilitator, note taker, observer, and technician. The facilitator is 

the person who guides the tester through testing and ensuring that all of the testing protocol are met 

during testing, including ensuring the tester completes the appropriate forms and tasks. The facilitator 

reads from a script (described below) to ensure that each tester undergoes similar testing. The note 

taker/observer takes notes during testing, recording any qualitative comments from the testers, and tracks 

any time-related tasks. The technician ensures that any technology involved with testing is set up and 

working correctly. This person operates the video camera and manages any computers used during 

testing. They might be responsible for computer browser cache resets, phone reboots, battery exchanges, 

power cables or other technology maintenance required during testing. Students are allowed to decide 

who will fill what role, but I require they decide before submitting the completed forms for review. 

Usability forms: To ensure the usability testing is conducted in a similar way for each of the 

participants a series of forms help to guide the process. The forms are simple templated examples that the 

students must update to reflect their testing plans. In terms of deliverables for this part of the process, 

students are required to turn in a completed test plan (Figure 4), since the test plan has links to the rest of 

the forms and provides other details, such as when what time participants are scheduled, where the testing 

is being held, and which students are occupying which roles. I review and comment on the test plan and 

the task list before students getting the green light for pilot testing. The forms list for the class (shown in 

Table 3) in the order of use; a full complement of the forms is found in the Appendix. 
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Figure 4. Blank test plan dashboard document from userfocus.co.uk. 

Table 3: A full list and description of usability forms.  
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Testing Implementation: Typically, the testing is performed on one of the days scheduled in the 

class calendar. Students are made aware of this date and asked to mark in their calendars at the start of 

LAS. Occasionally, students are unable to secure testers for the class period. In that case, I permit 

students to test during a distinct period of days surrounding the original test dates. I do not hold class 

during the test day, even when students test on alternate days. If teams test on the day of class, they will 

require separate rooms to perform the testing. I book all of the rooms using campus facilities for each of 

the teams adhering to the school’s reservation requirements. Testers are provided with light refreshments 

at the conclusion of testing. If testing is held during a class period, I watch the testing but do not 

intervene. If I notice that something goes wrong during testing (for example, someone forgets to reset the 

cache and answers are revealed in the browser), I remind the students to record this problem and discuss it 

in the report. 

  Usability report: The usability report is the deliverable from the usability testing process. The 

report is a recommendation report with an introduction, methods, results, discussion, recommendations 

for redesign, and conclusions. I ask that students also include clips of the testing as links in the Appendix 

and a full set of blank forms. The report has two drafts before the final. The first draft is due the first day 

of class after testing. For the class, students are instructed to bring their data to the class. Using shared 

google docs, we review each team’s data as the students make the necessary tables and charts that will 

eventually go in the report. Students then submit the completed tables and charts as the first draft of the 

report. The next draft is expected to look closer to a finished report and is submitted the following week. 

In class, I repeat the first draft process, reviewing and commenting on the student’s progress while the 

teams work collaboratively. The final report is due during finals week—at least one week after the last 

draft. 

4. APPLICATION OF IDEAS 

TPC instructors who teach service Technical Communication courses should consider including 

usability and user-centered design practices in their courses. Those instructors who might be unfamiliar 

with usability or have not taught usability projects can benefit from this 1) functional framework (LAS) to 
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help scaffold the complex concepts and 2) explanations for how to support a class project, schedule, and 

deliverables. The projects can be adapted to a specific context or used as is. For example, I also teach 

Technical Communication online in the summer as a 10-week class. This last fall, I also taught techcomm 

for the first time as a 16-week online class. For the longer online classes, I am slowly rolling out user-

centered design and testing, drawing from the successes obtained in my face-to-face course. This last 

semester as a small test, I asked students to complete individual heuristic evaluations (as opposed to 

collaborative usability tests) and write reports about their findings. The next time I teach the 16-week 

course online, I will employ an online usability testing service. Usertesting.com is providing educators 

with free accounts for students to use during a semester. Using this service, I can now add unmoderated 

usability testing component to my course. Additionally, I provided a detailed example on using the LAS 

progression as a teaching framework. LAS is a way to combine both the theoretical concepts with the 

application of those concepts showing students how theory informs practice. LAS is a flexible framework 

be easily adapted to help users think through messy, complex ideas and thus can be used to teach a variety 

of complex, messy, or nuanced concepts. I have used this framework with other projects such as video 

demos and extended infographics.  

Finally, I would like to encourage TPC instructors to integrate usability in some aspect into their 

basic techcomm courses where many majors can encounter these concepts. The projects/assignments need 

not be as extended as the example above covering two projects. The value of making users’ needs visible 

in a course that values rhetorical principles is a skill that almost every major can leverage in the 

workplace. While the space to fit these concepts in their entirety may be a concern, students can gain 

value from a reduced inclusion of any one of the smaller activities (e.g., paper prototypes, heuristic 

evaluation) included here. I welcome instructors who want to share their experiences of creating a subset 

of these activities for their students.  
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

This approach to teaching usability testing is time intensive requiring a dedicated six classes: four 

days for LAS and two dedicated usability testing days. However, the LAS process is flexible and 

extensible and the time invested provides students with a clear and transferable understanding of user-

centered design and usability testing methods. Regarding future research, I would like to advocate for the 

following three initiatives. I hesitate to call my recommendations research, but each could undoubtedly 

spawn multiple research streams. First, I advocate that we collect data on what topics/concepts are 

covered in TPC core classes and individually track those topics including deliverables. I know some of 

this work is underway, and I would encourage scholars continually update this information. It is helpful to 

understand how different TPC programs instantiate pedagogy and would additionally pressure our 

publishers to update texts to support new and emerging topics. Second, (and related to the first idea) is to 

pressure our textbook authors to publish more practice-level details on relevant topics. With little detail 

on these topics covered in our texts, instructors must cobble together a series of relevant articles for 

students taking these courses, putting an additional burden on instructors. If there is not enough space to 

cover these topics in the texts, then providing extensive references for instructors to explore these topics 

on their would incredibly useful. My last suggestion, in light of recent work (Robinson et al., 2019) and 

the impetus for this chapter, is that we need more avenues to share pedagogical knowledge. Yes, we share 

at conferences, symposia, and through books and publications. However, we need more informal avenues 

that can support teaching artifacts such as videos, snapchat, tweets, and other electronic ephemera. I urge 

us as a field to consider creating a crowdsourced, curated online space that would collect and store 

pedagogical information about teaching UX and other topics useful to our field. This repository would 

help us to perpetually capture and share our experimental and transient moments derived from teaching 

and working with students. Those moments that maybe we don't think warrant a formal article, a multi-

chapter book, or even a blog post, but those that we might like to share with our community, nonetheless. 
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6. APPENDIX 

Syllabus for EH301 
Usability Forms found at this link (https://goo.gl/4fdTnD). 
 

Books for instructors For texts to help instructors better understand UX/usability or for teaching 
full classes  

● Jeff Rubin and Dana Chisnell’s (2008) Handbook of Usability 
Testing  

● Carol Barnum’s (2011) Usability Testing Essentials.  
● Tom Tullis and Bill Albert’s (2013) Measuring the User Experience 
● W. Buxton’s (2007). Sketching user experiences: Getting the design 

right and the right design 
● Norman’s (2013) Design of Everyday Things 

Usability and UX Readings 

Articles ● 2002 Wixon Usability in practice field methods evolution and 
revolution 

● 2010 Bastien Usability Testing a Review of Some Methodological 
and Technical Aspects of the Method 

● 2006 Hassenzahl User experience – a research agenda 

Vidoes ● Krug’s Rocket surgery made easy (24:26) 
● Don Norman the term UX (01:49) 
● When to use which UX method (04:39) 

Paper Prototypes Readings 

Articles 1994 Rettig Prototyping for Tiny Fingers 

Videos ● Paper Prototyping Blood Test Kiosk (08:27) 
● Paper Prototype dry run for "Website redesign - Government of 

India (03:27) 

Other References To Explore 

Articles ● 2015 - Meyer Long-Term Exposure to Flat Design_ How the Trend 
Slowly Makes Users Less Efficient 

● 2009 Macefield How to specify the participant group size for 
usability studies A practitioner's guide 

● 2002 Wixon Usability in practice field methods evolution and 
revolution 

● 2002 Kozinets The field behind the screen using netnography for 
marketing research in online communities 

● 2018 Faust Mixed prototypes for the evaluation of usability and user 
experience simulating an interactive electronic device 

UX Pioneers http://adlininc.com/uxpioneers/ 
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User experience 
magazine 

http://uxpamagazine.org/ 

Paper Prototyping https://alistapart.com/article/paperprototyping 

Paper Prototyping As A 
Usability Testing 
Technique 

https://usabilitygeek.com/paper-prototyping-as-a-usability-testing-technique/ 

Designing the User 
Experience 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JuV85QzGA-
e4fDfXNhSpJ6JEjQTmWsjt/view?usp=sharing 

What & Why of Usability https://www.usability.gov/what-and-why/index.html 

Nodder’s usability forms 
overview 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0BwjN-
gyHyyMcRDVjbEJkV1hqaFE/view?usp=sharing 

Usability 101: 
Introduction to Usability 

https://www.nngroup.com/articles/usability-101-introduction-to-
usability/?lm=usability-testing-5-users-information-
foraging&pt=youtubevideo 

Usability testing https://methods.18f.gov/validate/usability-testing/ 

What’s the difference 
between a Test Case and 
a Test Scenario? 

https://blog.testlodge.com/whats-the-difference-between-test-case-and-test-
scenario/ 

Usability Testing 
Examples: 4 Usability & 
Task Scenario Examples 

https://blog.testlodge.com/usability-testing-examples 

Running a Usability Test https://www.usability.gov/how-to-and-tools/methods/running-usability-
tests.html 

UX Myths https://uxmyths.com/ 

UX Cards http://nform.com/cards/ 

Designing for ‘Why’ https://www.uxmas.com/2016/designing-for-why/ 

Usability Body of 
Knowledge 

http://www.usabilitybok.org/ 

Reporting Usability Test 
Results 

https://www.usability.gov/how-to-and-tools/methods/reporting-usability-test-
results.html 
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